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          Overview    

In continuous operation since 1956, Schnabel is a leading 
national provider of geotechnical, dam, and tunnel 
engineering services. Our coordinated geo-related efforts 
provide integrated service on all projects, from subsurface 
explorations and soil testing through engineering analysis, 
design, and construction support.

Schnabel’s 400+ personnel operate from 22 offices across the 
country. As an employee-owned company (ESOP), our culture 
is one of doing the very best we can — however, where ever, 
whenever — that yields a bond of strong parts contributing 
to shared success. We are proud to have become the go-to 
resource for our diverse client base of owners, designers 
and contractors, in both the public and private sectors. We 
are comprised of geotechnical, geostructural, dam, mining, 
tunnel, and civil engineers; hydrogeologists; hydrologists; 
geophysicists and geologists; wetlands specialists; vibration 
analysts;  construction inspectors; and grouting specialists. 

Our five state-of-the-art geotechnical and materials testing 
laboratories participate in scheduled external quality 
assurance programs conducted by AASHTO Materials 
Reference Laboratory (AMRL) and the United States Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE).

Schnabel has participated on global projects in more than 
140 countries through numerous AE Design IDIQ, AE 
Design Excellence, and Design-Build contracts. We are 
familiar with global deliverable requirements, overcoming 
logistical and other challenges. 

Markets We Serve
Commercial / Institutional
Cultural 
Government / Federal / DOD
Industrial
Municipal
Power and Energy
Transportation
Water / Wastewater

Specialties We offer
Geotechnical and Geostructural Engineering
Dam and Levee Engineering
Tunnel Engineering
Risk Management
Environmental Services
Geology / Geophysics 
Construction Quality Assurance



   Geotechnical Engineering  

Our engineers and geologists are trained to apply the most 

appropriate subsurface investigation techniques and tools 

for each assignment. Site investigation techniques might 

include drilling and sampling of test borings, rock coring, 

groundwater wells, in situ testing, air track probes, test pits, 

and geophysical techniques. Obtained soil and rock samples 

are assigned for strength for both AASHTO and ASTM 

classification testing in our soils labs. 

Often, ground modification techniques such as compaction 

and jet grouting, vibro-concrete columns, vibro-compaction, 

rammed impact piers, Geopiers®, deep dynamic compaction, 

and pre-loading with wick drains are evaluated to improve 

existing subsurface conditions, reducing construction cost and 

accelerating the construction schedule.

Specialty Design
Design of grouting programs

Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) walls

Micropile design

Soil nail and anchor wall design

Services
2D and 3D numerical modeling

Beneficial Reuse analysis

Deep foundations

Dewatering and subdrainage design

Forensic evaluation

Laboratory analysis of soil and rock

Retaining structure analysis

Seepage analysis

Shallow foundations

Site exploration/in situ testing

Soil and rock slope stability analysis

Subgrade preparation/stabilization

Jefferson Memorial Seawall / Washington, DC

Northern Beltline Soil Nail Wall / Alabama

Dominion Boulevard  / Virginia



Schnabel is known worldwide for its geostructural designs 

for support of excavation, underground openings and 

tunnels, cofferdams, bulkheads, bridges, repair of slopes 

and underpinning of structures. The federal government 

has entrusted Schnabel to repair some of its most iconic 

structures including seawalls at Liberty Island, Ellis Island and 

the Jefferson Memorial.

Excavation Support Design
 • Complete support of excavation
 • Multi-tiered anchored and braced support
 • Soil nail and MSE wall design
 • Slurry wall design
 • Instrumentation and monitoring
 • PLAXIS soil-structure interaction modeling

Foundation Design
 • Drilled shaft design

 • Auger cast and driven piles

 • Deep foundation testing

 • High-capacity micropile systems  

Soil and Rock Slope Repair
 • Soil nail reinforced slopes
 • Tied-back walls
 • Micropile supported retaining structures
 • Rock doweling and rock bolts
 • Drainage and shotcrete
 • Rockfall hazard mitigation

Ground Improvement and Underpinning
 • Low mobility grouting
 • Jet grouting
 • Vibro-replacement
 • Soil mix walls and shear panels
 • Dynamic compaction

Ellis Island / New York

Yeager International Airport / Charleston, WV

   Geostructural Engineering  



   Geophysical Services  

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) Electrical Resistivity Imaging (ERI)

Schnabel geophysicists can see into the earth. The tools they use identify 
what lies beneath the surface. The magic happens when they interpret the 
data and translate the findings. 

Geophysics reduces the fear of the unknown and clears the path for making 
fact-based design and construction decisions. Simply put, geophysics is a 
method of gathering information about a site’s subsurface conditions without 
digging. The goal is to reduce risk by finding out what is under the site 
including contaminant plumes, fractured bedrock, voids, or sometimes to 
simply locate steel reinforcing in concrete slabs. 

What is a Geophysicist and What Do They Do?
Our geophysicists are licensed, professional geologists who combine physics 
with geology. This helps us understand the natural environment and its suitability 
to accommodate the built environment. Schnabel geophysicists take a holistic 
approach to each project, working closely with our engineering team, client staff, 
and other project team professionals to provide meaningful data interpretations.

What Type of Projects Do They Work On?
Schnabel has a substantial portfolio of geophysical projects conducted over the 
past decades. Our geophysicists have completed subsurface investigations for 
transportation, power, environmental, geotechnical, and water resource projects in 
the United States and abroad, across multiple geologic conditions.

Applications
 • Abandoned mine evaluation
 • Archaeological or cultural resource 

identification
 • Assessment of engineering soil 

properties 
 • Bedrock depth and characterization
 • Bedrock fracture characterization
 • Bridge deck condition assessment 
 • Buried structure delineation
 • Dam and levee seepage evaluation
 • Groundwater depth and 

characterization
 • Karst and sinkhole hazard assessment
 • Lake sediment and bathymetric 

surveys
 • Landfill boundary and depth 

delineation
 • Mapping extent of contamination
 • Rock rippability 
 • Scour assessment
 • Seismic site characterization
 • Slope stability assessment
 • Soil or fill layer depth or 

characterization
 • Steel reinforcement location
 • Void or potential sinkhole delineation



   Dam Engineering  

Schnabel is an industry-leading provider of dam engineering 
services. For more than 25 years, our design staff has 
identified and engineered risk reducing solutions for both 
public and private dam and reservoir owners. 

Since 1994, Schnabel’s dam engineers have provided 
engineering assessment, analysis, design, and construction 
support services for well over 2,000 dam and water resources 
projects. We are recognized as innovative contributors on our 
client’s teams, having developed numerous design techniques 
to solve complex infrastructure problems. 

Dam engineering clients include federal, state, and local 
governments; water suppliers; lake associations; and other 
consulting engineers. We are a sustaining member, avid 
contributor, and advisors to both the Association of State Dam 
Safety Officials (ASDSO) and the United States Society on 
Dams (USSD), the two premier organizations dedicated to dam 
safety in the United States. Our engineers serve on the FERC 
Board of Consultants, USACE Type II Independent External 
Peer Review Panels, chairs and members of subcommittees for 
ASDSO and USSD. Over the past 15 years, we have authored 
50+professional papers for ASDSO and USSD national and 
regional conferences.

Services
 • Alternatives analyses
 • Breach inundation analyses
 • Spillway design
 • Concrete, RCC and earth dam design
 • Dam safety inspections
 • Embankment armoring design
 • Emergency Action Plans
 • Field and lab QA/QC testing
 • Geotechnical and geophysical investigations and analyses
 • Hydrologic and hydraulic 2D and 3D modeling
 • New dam feasibility studies
 • Resident engineering services
 • Risk Informed Decision Making
 • Structural analysis, 2D and 3D FEM

Lake Peachtree Dam / Georgia

Ragged Mountain Dam / Virginia



   Tunnel Engineering  

DC Water Clean RiversUniversity Link Light Rail U230 Tunnel, WA

Tunnel Design Services
 • Feasibility Studies and Preliminary Design  

Initial tunnel geometry, construction 
methods and support systems appropriate 
to the ground, with cost estimates suitable 
for comparative evaluation of alternatives

 • Construction Documents/Design Reports  
Geotechnical Interpretive Reports (GIR), 
Geotechnical Data Reports (GDR), 
Geotechnical Baseline Reports (GBR), 
construction drawings and specifications

 • Rock and Soft Ground Tunnels  Preliminary 
and final liner design for highway, water 
supply and sewer tunnels in rock and in soil; 
tunneling methods including digger shields, 
conventional and pressurized face TBMs

 • Initial and Final Support Design  Rock bolts, 
shotcrete, lattice girders, liner plate, rib and 
board initial support, and cast-in-place and 
precast concrete final support liners

 • NATM (New Austrian Tunneling Method) 
Design and construction method making 
use of the host material’s strength and 
deformation properties, controlled 
deformation and reactive lining techniques 
to provide ground support in rock and soft 
ground tunnels

Schnabel specializes in design and construction management services for tunneling and other heavy civil construction projects 
in the areas of transportation, water and wastewater infrastructure, and hydroelectric power. We combine our expertise in the 
design and construction of underground structures with a keen understanding of nuances and interrelationships of geology, 
hydrogeology, and geotechnics on underground projects.  

 • Numerical Methods for Design  Finite 
element (PLAXIS®) and finite difference 
(FLAC®) methods for determination 
of stress and deformation around 
underground openings

 • Cavern Design  Ground support in large 
underground openings such as pump 
chambers, tunnel intersections, and 
underground hydroelectric generating 
stations

 • Mine Engineering  Shaft and roof support 
design for hard rock and salt mines

 • Tunnel Inspection and Rehabilitation 
Inspection of vehicular, rail, hydroelectric 
and pedestrian tunnels and underground 
chambers for fitness-for-service and/or 
rehabilitation

 • Constructibility Review and Cost 
Estimating  Analysis of probable cost 
prepared using contractor style estimating 
methods and software

 • Risk Assessment and Management  
Evaluation of planning, procurement, 
design, construction and operational risks; 
development of strategies to mitigate cost 
and schedule impacts

Microtunneling/Trenchless 
Design Services
 • Assessment of Geotechnical Conditions  

Layout and oversight of geotechnical 
drilling/testing programs with emphasis on 
special data required for microtunneling or 
other trenchless techniques.

 • Geotechnical Contract Documents  
Geotechnical Data Reports (GDR) and 
Geotechnical Baseline Reports (GBR) 
tailored to utility tunneling.

 • Alignment Optimization  Comparison of 
alternative alignments to avoid utilities, 
shorten tunnel length, or take advantage of 
better host material

 • Shaft Design  Access pit shoring/
stabilization design using soldier piles, 
sheetpiling, rock bolts and mesh, shotcrete, 
drilled shafts, OSHA based trench boxes 
and shoring

 • Machine Selection  Evaluation and 
recommendation regarding feasible 
microtunneling and trenchless installation 
methods 



   Locations  

Albany, NY  •  Atlanta, GA  •  Austin, TX  •  Baltimore, MD  •  Blacksburg, VA  •  Boise, ID  •  Charlottesville, VA 

Columbia, SC  •  Dallas, TX  •  Denver, CO  •  Greensboro, NC  •  Knoxville, TN  •  Longmont, CO  

Morristown, NJ  •  Newport News, VA  •  Philadelphia, PA  •  Richmond, VA  •  Rockville, MD  

Seattle, WA  •  Sterling, VA  •  Washington, DC  •  Wilmington, NC


